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>Since the conclusion of World War II, the United States
has maintained a substantial part of its military force in
Europe. This presence results in large measure from the United
States' participation in the multi-lateral mutual defense pact
entitled The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, or NATO.
Because the United States has a historic disdain for military
involvement with other countries unless there is a direct and
overt threat to our national security, our participation in
NATO produces periodic criticism and pressure for reduction or
withdrawal. The present domestic economic situation and the
debate over how our scarce resources should be allocated,
coupled with concern over foreign military involvement; is
generating renewed questions as to our correct role in the
defense of Western Europe; renewed concern that our allies bear
their fair share of the cost; and more frequent calls for
reduced involvement. This study seeks to identify the actual
costs associated with maintaining NATO as a credible instrument
of free-world strength. It is an attempt to go beyond a simple
analysis of the monetary contribution of member nations, and
examine elements of the economic, social, military and
political contributions. The goal of the study is to draw
conclusions regarding the total content of the burden of
maintaining the alliance and how, and by whom, that burden is
shared.
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NATO BURDENSHARING

WHAT IS THE BURDEN AND HOW IS IT SHARED?

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Y'he North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO, is a

multi-lateral mutual defense pact creating an alliance which

provides for the common defense of all member nations. In

return for the security provided by the alliance, each member

nation contributes a portion of its resources to the

organization. Periodically, the relative size and fairness of

a nation's contribution comes in question. In the United

States, the most common criticism of the alliance is that the

UIS bears too much of the burden of maintaining NATO as a

credible instrument of free-world strength. The critics become

more prevalent, vocal and emotional when domestic economic

conditions require close scrutiny of our national priorities in

resource allocation.

Scope

This study seeks to identify the elements of the burden or



cost) and to determine the relative eauity of each member

nation's share of that burden. Tn order to keep this study

manageable in terms of scope and magnitude, I am going to limit

the discussions of burden and sharing to the present and the

relatively recent past.

BACKGROUND

Any discussion of NATO burdensharing is irrelevant without

a clear understanding of the rationale behind NATO's creation.

Post World War II Climate

At the end of World War II, the Axis was defeated and

occupied by the Allied Powers, creating a tremendous power

vacuum in Central Europe. England and France were

economically destroyed. Large communist parties operated in

France and Italy. The Soviet Union was clearly in control of

Eastern Germany and much of Eastern Europe. The postwar

situation was filled with uncertainty and suspicion on both

sides; the US and Western Europe, and the USSR and Eastern

Europe. The Soviets' brutal policies in Eastern Europe, which

they defended as necessary to ensure Soviet security, caused

major concerns in the West regarding their respect for the

independence of other nations. 1

-2-
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Need For Alliances

Many European leaders felt the need for a regional alliance

to ease the pressure that the Soviets were bringing to bear on

them. In March 1948, Great Britain, France, Belgium, the

Netherlands and Luxembourg signed the Brussels Pact which was

founded on the principles of unity in Europe and the

preservation of Europe as the heart of Western Civilization.

When signed, the concept was that this agreement would be an

economic, social, cultural and collective self-defense pact

that could be extended over time to include "other historic

members of European civilization".2

US Congressional Support

Within a month of reaching agreement the parties

established a permanent organization which, in addition to

other bodies, included a military commission to which both

Canada and the US were associated through military observers.

The US was viewing military developments in Europe in the

context of the Marshall Plan, fully aware of Western European

fears that Communist uprisings or Soviet pressures would

seriously interfere with economic recovery. Congress openly

supported the concept of regional associations for the purpose

-3



of mutual defense and urged President Truman to nursue the idea

within the provisions of the United Nations (harter. It is

worth noting that this was the first time the Congress

encouraged an American military alliance during time of peace.3

CREATION OF NATO

The President acted quickly and in July 1948, talks between

the Brussels Pact members, the US, Canada, Denmark, Iceland,

Italy, Norway and Portugal began. These negotiations resulted

in the establishment of NATO, the treaty for which was signed

by the President on April 4, 1949 and ratified by the Senate in

July 1949. During debate over ratification, some concern about

the treaty commitments were voiced, but restrictions on

stationing American troops in Europe and limitations on

recognizing a moral or legal obligation to provide arms, naval

and air supplies (including atomic weapons and information)

were defeated. Thus, NATO was established and the US became an

active participant.

Alliance Changes

The Brussels Pact concept of future expansion carried over

to NATO and as the alliance matured its membership changed.

Greece and Turkey joined in 1952. In 1955, after lengthy and

-4-



:c-,_asional1v emotional debate, the Federal Reoublic of jcrmar v

West ,3ermanv) joined. NATO membership remained constant for

over a deade but in 1966, President de Gaulle of ran ce

si-niifi.-:antiv chanSzed the role of his nation as a NATO oar tner.

3V this time East-West tensions had lowered brinain wit-, it a

reduced member nation reliance on the alliance. ,itin th

importance of independence in foreizn affairs, Presidern de

Gaulle withdrew French armed forces from NATO. in 1967, NAIO

headauarters moved from France, completing the separation of

France from the NATO integrated military force, although it

otherwise participates in the alliance. The final change in

NATO composition occurred in 1982 when Spain joined.4 Spain,

while joining the alliance formally, has not conmitted its

forces to NATO's military commands. In many respects, Spain'E

status as a member is similar to that of France.5

r ~~.-
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to the Common Delense, o. 10, April 1987, (hereafter referred

to as "DOD Reort on Allied Contributions").
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cHAPTER II

THE BURDEN

In a theoretical sense, there are nearly as many ways of

determining the composition of the burden borne by NATO members

as there are those who seriously attempt to make the

determination. in large measure, this is because many elements

of the burden have greater or lesser importance to individual

member nations. In some cases, an element of the burden may be

very important to one member and be totally irrelevant to

another. In a practical sense however, the composition of NATO

burdensharing can be divided into four broad categories:

economic, military, political and social.

ECONOMI

Many laymen view the economic contributions by NATO member

nations as the number of dollars (or other national currency"

that the member contributed directlv to the upkeep of the

alliance. This approach, used most often by those only

scratching the surface of burden composition or to make a

political ooint, results from the relative ease with which

statistics on the subject can be found. There are numerous

7 --



charts, tables and other forms of statistical display that

report expenditure in terms of percent of Gross National

Product (GNP) or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or any other form

of gross monetary expenditure in support of NATO. As

simplistic a form of determining economic burden as this

methodology is, there is some precedence for its use.

The NATO Method

NATO members, in the burdensharing agreement, have decided

that the measure of a member's economic contribution is the

amount of its "total defense spending". They further agree

that this will be the sole determinant of contribution to the

alliance. The obvious question that follows an agreement like

this is what constitutes defense spending? Again by member

agreement, this is broadly defined as expenditures made by

national governments specifically to meet the needs of the

country's armed forces. 1 Because of this very simplistic

approach to economic contribution, there are some distortions

and some omissions worthy of mention.

Distortions and Omissions

The most obvious distortion in describing a NATO member's

economic contribution to the alliance as its total defense



spending is the fact that several members have defense

commitments outside the NATO region. The US, for example, has

globai responsibilities and it is unreasonable, therefore, to

credit the entire US defense budget to the defense of Europe.

The same is true of Great Britain, Portugal, France and italy.

Varying portions of their defense budgets are in fact dedicated

to other than NATO defense.2 Some important economic

contributions omitted from the NATO methodology are economic

sanctions enforced by members in support of NATO goals; foreign

aid provided by members to other members and to non-NATO

countries which benefit NATO; raising or lowering trade

restrictions in support of NATO objectives; and others.3 To

get a true appreciation of the economic burden of NATO

membership one must look beyond money spent for armed forces

and include these other factors in the equation.

MILITARY

As in the case of the economic component of the burden of

NATO membership, there is a tendency on the part of many to

view the military component of the burden in gross terms. A

cursory review of available reports on the subject quickly

focuses on the statistics to support arguments for or against

the relative level of a member's military contribution to the

alliance. Most notable among the common measures of military

r %r r
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contribution are numbers of personnel in uniform, numbers of

tanks and other warfighting equipment, numbers of warplanes and

numbers of tons of naval power.4

Distortions and Omissions

Just as the "total defense spending" approach to measuring

economic contributions leads one into a complicated web of

inequities, so too does the "bean counting" approach to

measuring the military contribution. For example, only

counting the number of combat units or weapons systems does not

account for their relative effectiveness. A less distorted

approach to their measure of contribution and the corresponding

burden on their home nation is their quality and effectiveness

on the battlefield. Factors such as ammunition availability,

logistical support, and level of training also should be

considered.5 In addition to the distortions, the "eaches"

approach to measuring military burden in terms of units and

equipment omits many significant components of the burden.

Items such as overflight rights, basing rights and bases

furnished other allies should be considered in burden

identification.6

- 10 -



POLITICAL

The political component, due to its non-quantifiable

nature, may be difficult to measure but is clearly a part of

the burden determination equation. Political decisions in an

alliance are not always unanimous and this is certainly true of

NATO, Consequently, member nations occasionally support

policies that are not in their own political best interest but

are for the greater good of the alliance. Political leadership

or lack thereof, contributes to the burden of membership in

NATO.7 In simple terms, the leader must lead and the follower

must occasionally subordinate his position to that of the

leader. This interaction among sovereign nations may, from

time to time, be politically painful. Finally, the alliance's

reliance on nuclear weapons (principally under US control but

also in the hands of Britain and France) places member nations

in burdensome positions politically. The entire spectrum of

nuclear issues from release policies to basing weighs heavily

on the political foundations of alliance governments.

SOCIAL

The social burdens of NATO membership are as difficult to

measure quantitatively as are the political. They are

none-the-less real and therefore any discussion of

- 11 -
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burdensharing without their inclusion is flawed. The mos.

readily identifiable social cost to a member nation is the

likelihood of war on its territory and the attendant likelihood

or possibility ot destruction of its society. The Western

European members of the alliance are all familiar with the

ravages of war on their society. 3tationing of foreign

soldiers on one's territory also contributes to the social

burden on a member. This burden takes several forms ranging

from the concept of being "occupied" by a foreign army to the

disruption of life and customs resulting from training

exercises to the actual loss of life from accidents attendant

to training. The method by which a member meets its military

force requirements may also cause a social burden on its

population. If the country uses a conscript as opposed to a

volunteer to man its force, the resulting "service without

choice" places a social burden on the population.

This discussion of the components of the burden of NATO

membership, while admittedly not all inclusive (as previously

noted, there are many views as to what constitutes burden) is

none-the-less an attempt to expand the discussion beyond

economic and military costs. Moreover, it sets the stage for

examining the relative share of the burden among members by

grouping burden components by that which is quantifiable and

that which is not.

- 12 -
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CHAPTER III

MEASURING THE BURDEN

ihe burden as previously described can generally be ,iivided

into two groups: those components that can be examined

objectively (usually through one or more quantitative

manipulations) and those whose nature is such that only

subjective evaluation is possible.

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

Critics of subiective evaluation will no doubt focus on the

concept that the subjective evaluation of the magnitude of any

component of the burden is solely "in the eye of the beholder".

In terms of there being a right or wrong subjective value, the

critics are correct. Debate over the relative merit of

subjective evaluation notwithstanding, many components of the

burden are sufficiently important to understanding a member

nation's contribution to NATO that they cannot be ignored.

OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

If the subjective evaluation of a NATO member's

- 14 -
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contribution to the alliance generates debate, so too does tre

more objective analysis of those burden components which lend

themselves to quantification.

The Problem With Input

Any evaluation of contribution based on quantifiable data

must have as its basis information provided by member nations.

A problem arises in that each nation has its own budget and

tax system. Each nation uses different methods of recruiting

and managing manpower resources. 1

Complicating Factors

in addition to the problems attendant to input data, there

are factors which complicate objective evaluation of

quantifiable information. Problems are created by fluctuations

in international exchange rates and differences in the use of

inflation indicators. When the currency of one member nation

falls in comparison to that of other allies, that country's

contribution appears to be reduced even though the amount of

defense a given sum will buy remains the same in that country.

Inflation can impact on the public perception of the level of

contribution. As inflation rises, purchasing power decreases.

Hence, if a member's defense spending total increases less than

- 15 -



its rate of inflation, it is buying less defense even thougn it

may be spending more money.2 A final factor that tends to

cloud the objective evaluation of contribution is the imoact of

money spent by an ally in the country of another. Housing,

food, and energy used to support the forces of allied nations

in an ally's country are a few of the major expenditures which

are largely bought from the host nation. Support services and

administration are also largely staffed by host nation

personnel making military bases important employers in several

NATO nations.3

t
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CHAPTER IV

HOW- IS- THE BURDEN SHARED?

The preceding chapters outline components of the burden and

the difficulty in measuring them. The following discussion

addresses available data on economic and military contribution

and will also focus on the political and social costs of NATO

membership. The data, unless otherwise noted, is from the 1987

Department of Defense, Report on Allied Contributions to the

Common Defense. This data is "as of 1985" and is the most

current available.

ECONOMIC

The NATO Method

As stated in Chapter II, the share a member nation

contributes to the alliance is measured in terms of total

defense spending. Chart 1 would therefore lead one to believe

that the US generally bears more than twice the burden of all

other NATO members combined. There are however, in addition to

the distortion created by the global commitments of some member

nations, other economic factors not addressed by this method of

18



CHART I

TOTAL DEFENSE SPENDING (FISCAL YEAR)
US DOLLARS IN BILLIONS

(1985 CONSTANT DOLLARS -1985 EXCHANGE RATES)
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?alculatins share. If the economic assistance rrovided to

Berlin by West Germany was counted, its contribution to the

alliance would increase by 25%.1 Additionally, most NATO

members soend substantial amounts of money either hardening or

building redundancy into civil projects with military

application such as roads, pipelines and civilian communication

systems.2 Chart 2, while providing another graphic portraval

of member nation contribution based on total defense spending

and reinforcing the argument that the US bears a

disproportionate share, also provides an interesting insight as

to how this measure has changed over time. The percent change

in total defense spending over time clearly establishes that

our NATO partners, for the most part, are spending increased

amounts for the common defense. This is not a commonly

recognized fact.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

V

Charts :3 and 4 show total defense spending as a percent of

gross domestic product. In the case of chart 3, once again,

one could draw the conclusion that the US bears the brunt of

the burden. Measuring contribution in terms of GDP is very

popular because the data is readily available, and it is easv

to compute and explain. There is, however, a pitfall to

viewing it as the optimum measure of burdensharing. A stronz.

I -
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CHART 2

TOTAL DEFENSE SPENDING (rY)
(1985 CONSTANT DOLLARS IN BILLIONS - 1985 EXCHANGE RATES)
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CHART 3

TOTAL DEFENSE EXPENDITURES (CY)
AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
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CHART 4

TOTAL DEFENSE SPENDING (CY)
AS A PERCENT OF GDP
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a~se can be made that it is in the best interests of he

alliance that those members with the strongest ecoonomie carry

a heavier load 'or bear more of the cost). Chart 4 puts the

fGDP measure in nersoective over time. it shows that over 'ime,

most alliance members' total defense spending as a percent of

their }DP is relatively constant, that only Greece has made a

dramatic increase, and only Portugal has made a dramatic

decrease in total spending. Finally, it should be noted that

the same shortcomings that apply to measuring sharing in

absolute terms of total defense spending also apply to

measuring it in terms of total defense spending as a percent of

the Gross Domestic Product.3

Other Economic Contributions

The economic burden of NATO membership manifests itself in

other ways. Several members have active, ongoing and expensive

foreign assistance programs (non-military).4 These programs

contribute to world stability thereby contributing to the

c:ommon defense. Economic sanctions taken by NATO members

against Poland following the imposition of martial law, while

difficult to analyze in terms of contribution to common

defense, did underscore allied concern for the situation.5 As

it is difficult to assess the defense value of sanctions, it is

also difficult to assess the monetary value they cost. jiven

- 24 -
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the volume of trade between Western and Eastern European

countries, one can safely say that restrictions placed on the

normal conduct of trade produces an economic cost, however

difficult to compute. Another program. the infrastructure

program which provides defense facilities that would be

available during hostilities, places an economic burden on all

members. This program provides airfields, naval bases, storage

facilities, warning installations, wartime headquarters and a

myriad of other fixed facilities. While the total value of the

program represents only .3 percent of the alliance spending, it

can become a large monetary expense for some countries.

Members who benefit directly from a project usually assume a

greater share of the cost. The US, which by most measures

contributes about 60 percent of total NATO spending, pays about

27 percent of the infrastructure expense. West Germany on the

other hand, which contributes roughly 10 percent of the total

NATO expense, also contributes about 27 percent of the

infrastructure costs.6 Finally, host nation support agreements

place economic burdens on all members. Depending on the

situation, the host country, and the type of support provided,

costs may be reimbursed by the recipient or provided gratis by

the host nation.? In either case, host nation support is a

valuable contribution, although frequently difficult to

accurately and objectively compute.

- 25 -
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There is no perfect way to determine economic contribution

to the alliance. These measures are the most often used and

present a generally accepted picture of how much each member

contributes, economically, to NATO.

MILITARY

The military contribution to NATO is as difficult to assess

as is the economic contribution of its members. The two most

common methods are counting force structure (the number of

armed forces members and major weapons systems), and measuring

the combat power or efficiency of the forces provided to NATO

by its members.

Manpower

Chart 5 shows the total active duty military and civilian -a

manpower of the US compared to that of the remainder of the

alliance. It indicates that with the exception of the Vietnam

years when US strength exceeded that of all allies combined,

the US still provides about three-fourths the manpower of all

allies combined. This tigure is misleading in that Just as

with measuring economic contributions in terms of total defense

spending, it does not account for the significant giobai

interests supported by that level of US military and

-26-
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CHART 5

TOTAL ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY AND CIVILIAN MANPOWER
(IN MILLIONS)
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ivi Lian mantiowe-r. ,ia 4rvce r~siznt "i-o> the i- a

:ontr i noutin ot members over time. it Ehows tor examp, t

wh: ic toe , orovidtas the highest total number in mannower, te

US_ 3na many other members have reduced their ,-ntr ft-utions in

terms (t erent of the total. Conversely, Greece, Turkev and

E-everal other *ountries have increased their share ot the total

.ver time. Total military and civilian manpower as a percent

o: total copulation is another reasonable measure of military

contribution. Chart 7 shows that the US provides a greater

cortlon ot manpower versus total population than all our allies

combined. Chart 8 depicts this same data over time and shows

that most members, including the US, have decreased the per:e-nt

of total copulation in their military and civilian manpower

oCC)i. Only West iJermany, Greece, Luxembourg and Spain have

increased the size of their forces relative to total

oooulation.

Division Eauivalent Fitrepowe r (DEF)

Division Equivalent Firepower (DEF) is an indicator oi the

eftectiveness of ground forces based on the quantitv and

,iuaiitV of their major weapons.$ Chart 9 deoict7_3 the military

contribution in terms of DEF. Again, the US appears to provide

a lisrronortionate :.iare of the force. As reasonable a meaire

-. hF i.s1. it -ices not provide the total icture. Thi-
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CHART 6

TOTAL MILITARY AND CIVILIAN MANPOWER
(IN THOUSANDS)
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CHART 7

TOTAL MILITARY AND CIVILIAN MANPOWER
AS A % OF TOTAL POPULATION
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CHART 8

MILITARY AND CIVILIAN MANPOWER
AS A PERCENT OF POPULATION
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CHART 9

DIVISION EQUIVALENT FIREPOWER (DEF)
1985
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technique of measuring effectiveness develops a more comDlete

assessment of warfighting capability than does simply counting

the number and type of weapons systems. It also considers tne

effect of modernization programs ongoing in many NATO

countries. It does not however consider ammunition

availability, logistical support, training, communications and

morale. 9

Naval Forces

Tonnage is the most common measure of fleet size. In most

cases it is more meaningful than a simple total of the number

of ships a nation owns. Counting tonnage alone however, does

not account for the number of weapons aboard or the

effectiveness and reliability of those weapons. It also fails

to account for personnel training and morale. 10 Chart 10

reflects the amount of naval surface strength in tonnage and

indicates that well over half is provided by the US. In terms

of sharing the NATO defense burden, it must be remembered that

the US has global commitments and often naval presence is the

best or, in some cases, the only way to meet those world-wide

requirements. Consequently, the fact that the US has a large

naval force does not necessarily mean that it bears a

disproportionate share of the burder

33q%33



CHART 10 '

TOTAL NAVAL FORCE TONNAGE 1

(ALL SHIPS LESS STRATEGIC SUBMARINES)
(IN THOUSANDS)
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Tactical Air For,-e5

The best available indicator of contribution to NATO's

defense in the air is the number of tactical aircraft a member

nation has. Chart !I shows that the US contributes about fifty

oercent of the air strength of NATO. in reality, the US

contribution is even greater because only fighter."interceTtors,

attack, bomber and tactical reconnaissance aircraft are

counted. i Training aircraft and transport/cargo aircraft are

not counted. Exclusion of transport/cargo aircraft takes on

greater importance when one considers how many of these type

aircraft the US maintains and how important they are to

reinforcement and resupply of NATO. Omission of these aircraft

however, should not be over-played because the US, as a global

power, needs them to meet commitments in other regions as well.

Finally, this measure of contribution does not account for

modernization, ammunition, parts, pilot/crew training or

morale. Consequently, it tells only a part of the story

regarding total contribution to the common defense.

Many of the accounting shortcomings that one might say

overstates the US contribution, may well understate the

contributions of other NATO members. The relative

effectiveness of their contributions are no doubt somewhat

different than the pure numbers may indicate because of the
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CHART I I

TACTICAL AIR FORCE COMBAT AIRCRAFT
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lack of indexing to account for numbers of weapons on ships,

training, ammunition availability, modernization, type aircraft

counted and morale.

POLITICAL

The political burden borne by NATO members cannot be

ouantiiied hence comparisons in terms of share is virtually

impossible. However, the inability to quantify this

contribution should not keep it from being considered in the

burdensharing equation.

Leadership and Followership

A significant political burden borne by many NATO members

is the leadership role exerted over them by the US. As a

result of its considerable economic and military contributions,

the US has considerable influence over the defense and foreign

policies (and, to a lesser extent, economic and trade policy)

of its NATO allies.12 This leadership role occasionally causes

NATO members to take politically difficult or unpopular steps.

Support of the US initiated boycott of the Moscow Olympics, or V

supporting the US bombing raid of Libya are only two examples

of political decisions that might have gone the other way but

for VS leadership in the alliance. It is important to note

- -



also, that just because the US enjoys a leadership position, it

does not have carte blanche political influence over its

allies. The West German and italian refusal to turn over

captured terrorists to the US for trial on charges of killing

US citizens and destroying US property are two of many examples

of allies exercising their sovereign rights in the face of US

political pressure.

Weapons

The NATO allies also bear a political burden in terms of

weapon development and deployment. The political burden

associated with nuclear and chemical weapons is particularly

heavy on several NATO members. The recent directive by the US

Congress to require a NATO role in chemical weapon decisions

was at least partially motivated by a desire to cause sharing

in the burden/responsibility of ending the sixteen year

moratorium on chemical weapon production. Likewise allied

insistence on no peacetime European deployment of new chemical

weapons was an attempt to reduce the political burden. 13 These

are a few of many examples of the existence of a political

component of the burden of maintaining NATO. Non-quantifiable

as they are, the political burden must be considered if

determination of share is to have any meaning.

- 38 -
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Linkage Between Compo nents of Burden

Components of the NATO burden should not be discussed in

isolation. Frequently they overlap and have a cause-effect

relationship. A good example of one such issue is the recent

Spanish political decision to require the departure of the US

401st Tactical Fighter Wing. The US would like to keep the

wing in Spain and failing that, move it to Italy. The Italian

government is receptive to the move. Regardless of where the

wing ultimately gets stationed, the economic burden on all

members will increase because the cost of relocation will be

viewed as a NATO expense, not solely a US expense. 14

SOCIAL

The social component of the burden, like the political, is

at best difficult to quantify. Yet it is critical to any

meaningful discussion of burdensharing.

Stationing of Forces

The US has roughly forty six percent of its Army and much

of its Air Force, Navy and Marine forces stationed overseas.

Much of this force is in NATO countries or in support of NATO

objectives. Other NATO members like France, Italy, Canada,

- 39 -'



Great Britain and West Germany also have forces overseas. Ihe

social cost in terms of long family separation, resocialization

to accommodate different customs and ways of life is a burden

,5hared bV all who participate .but it is difficult to measure'.

rhe reverse of this burden is also real though in many

respects somewhat easier to measure. Hosting a large standing

foreign force, even an ally, can create an atmosphere of

occupation. While difficult to quantify, it is real in the

minds of those who experience it. What is quantifiable in this

regard. is the economic cost attached to the stationing of

foreign forces in a NATO member country. For example, estimates

place the value of real property made available to NATO allies

in West Germany alone at about 16 billion dollars. 15 Other

NATO members make similar but smaller contributions. This is

another good example of linkage between burden components, in

this case, social and economic.

Training

The social cost associated with training exercises, large

and small, may be overlooked by those who do not experience

them. Damage to the environment resulting from pollution,

disruption to the normal lifestyle of citizens, physical damage

to property and occasionally deaths of citizens resulting from

training accidents are all real costs associated with NATO

40 --
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membership. While countries who sustain these costs may e

reinmbursed for some, they are not repaid for a!l.

Conseouentlv, no discussion of burdensharing is comI-ete

without :-c,=idering them.

Batt l-t i-ld Proximnit y

There is a social cost attached to the geo.graphic location

of NATO member nations which is frequently overlooked. Western

Eurone was a principal battlefield in the last global conflict.

Lhe nain, suiffering, and destruction caused by World War II is

still a vivid memory to many Western Europeans. It is clear to

most that in addition to being the staging area tor NATO forces

in the event of East West confrontation, West Germany tor

certain, and other NATO members most likely, will be the main

operating area for the Warsaw Fact as well as NArO forces. The

noouiation's awareness of this seemingly permanent threat

piac:es a real social and psychological burden on it which.n

shouid be considered in the burdensharing equation. 16

These social burdens, while as difficult to meanlngfullv

*Duantify as the political burden, must be addressed if a

discussion of sharing the burden is to have any meaning.

Examination of the total burden and efforts to identify the

share borne by each NATO member leads one to question if each

- 41 -
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-cmncnent of the burden etlects ea~ch Member r-crnewnat

cIi tlIerent ly.
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CHAPTER V

ZONC LUS O0NS-

The preceding chapters have revisited the origin of the

NATO alliance, explored the elements or components of the

burden that accrue from membership, described the difliculty in

measuring the burden and examined how the burden is divided

among the members. It is appropriate at this point to make

some judgements relative to the merit, fairness and equity of

the way the burden is shared among the NATO members. In making

these judgements, it is important to temper them with

recognition of several realities. No one has yet developed a

methodology of burdensharing measurement that satisfies

everyone. There are inherent weaknesses in quantifying money

spent and forces provided (described in Chapter III), and

subjective evaluation is important because of the wide range oi

perspective among the alliance members.

ECONOMIC

By most methods of measurement, the US bears the lion's %

share of the monetary costs associated with NATO. There are

however, some factors that tend to moderate the apparent

- 44 -
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ineauity. The US, unlike most NATO members, has world-wide

interests and responsibilities. Since total defense szendnr.

data is -,he common measure (either in absolute terms or as a

nercent of GDP) it would seem only logical that the US total

would exceed that of other nations. It should be noted that

the US enjoys the highest GDP of all NATO members (Chart 12 )

and therelore, at least in theory, has the greatest ability to

Day. Another factor which should be considered is that in terms

of defense spending percent change over time, many NATO allies

have -significantly increased while the US has increased at a •

relatively modest rate (Chart 13-). The final point to remember %

when drawing conclusions on relative economic contributions to

NATO is that there are many and varied "hidden costs" 0

associated with maintaining the alliance which are not credited

to member's share. The best examnle of this is West Germany

which spends billions to support Berlin and loses billions in _

potential rents and taxes on real estate dedicated to defense.

It is fair to say that the economic burden is shared more

equitably than it may appear on the surface, particularly in

the context of ability to pay.

MILITARY

The US again leads the alliance in terms of military %

:ornribut ion based on many measures or the burden. However, 1

- 4-5 - '
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rhere are other, less comiTurioniV re'onized but euallv val-

measures that indicate greater dezrees of allied ,ontributor

:omoaredi to ability to pay Chart 14jI While tere are manv,

Iriti-s loudly caimlr the 12 "d.-es too much', the simz, i

trutoi is that other NAIO members contribute sustantiallv.

nart icular v in the _ontext of treir share of the total
, L'

total ooouation. Again, as with the 1case or total defense

senc-ndin:, the US is a qlobal power with global interests. NAI

is a regional alliance with some, but less, global involvement.

Much of the US military force is dedicated to our global

interests and responsibilities and a scenario where all our

military force would be brought to bear on the defense of

-urope is unlikely at best. Our NATO partners on the other

hand, while sharing global concerns are significantly le-s

involved and therefore have a far greater proportionate

dedication and focus on European defense. In fact, in many

rases, their total force is earmarked only for the defense of

Europe.

POLIT7CAL

Leaders and followers each bear a burden. Leaders must

exercise sound judgement and respect the needs ot all.

Followers are enloined to participate fully, often in the !ace

of tough choices, or the cohesion of an organization, in this
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case NATO, will dissolve and with it, the organization's

effectiveness. The US usually finds itself in a relative

position of leadership within NATO. Other NATO members

therefore, find themselves following US policy initiatives.

While there is no adequate means of determining which burden

(leader or led) is greater, and since the alliance has been

effective for almost forty years, it is reasonable to judge the

share of the political burden as about equal.

SOCIAL

The greatest social costs, hard as they are to attach

concrete value to, appear to be borne by the European members

of NATO. Living under the threat of conventional war on their

homeland; enduring frequent training exercises with their

attendant damage and disruption; service without choice caused

by the need for a conscript force; loss of valuable land for

defense installations; the stationing of large numbers of

foreign forces in their countries; and other social burdens are

all carried by the European allies. While US forces must

endure separation and adapt to new customs, it is reasonable to

grant Europeans the greatest share of the social burden.

When all factors are reviewed, this study has been no more

successful in stating the burden or how it is shared in
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absolute terms than any other study that has preceded it.

However, the process of examination of the components of the

burden and evaluation of how it is distributed among the

members has led to the conclusion that on balance and in the

:ontext ot ability to contribute, the burden is shared

reasonably equally. The real indicator of this equity is that

NATO, over almost forty years, has been and continues to be, a

vianle instrument of free-world strength with an enviable

recor.i 7t :ocneration economically, militarily, politically and

Bocia' .v
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